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As a result of increasingly stringent government regulations regarding
emissions control and fuel economy, a new generation of on-board automotive
sensors are needed for diagnostics and control of engines and catalytic
converters. With regard to catalytic converters, the intent of these regulations i s
to ensure that the vehicle operator is informed when emission control systems are
no longer performing adequately. In order to be commercialized, sensors for
emissions control must meet several criteria, including low cost, reliability, and
manufacturability.  As part of the Partnership for New Generation Vehicles
(PNGV), Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has been developing solid
state electrochemical sensors for emissions control.  Most recently, our work has
focused on the development of hydrocarbon sensors for monitoring catalytic
converter performance. Previous work was concerned with the development of an
oxygen sensor having appropriate sensitivity for lean-burn engines. Operational
limits for oxygen sensors have been defined and new materials have been
developed for hydrocarbon sensors.  In this paper, technical results as well as
challenges to be met in the development of materials and designs for new
chemical sensors for monitoring automobile emissions will be presented.

Recently, the California Air Resources Board (CARB) and the U.S. EPA began implementing
regulations that require automakers to incorporate comprehensive on-board diagnostics into new
vehicles beginning with the 1994 model year in California and with the 1996 model year in the rest
of the U. S.  The intent of these regulations is to inform the vehicle operator when emission control
systems are no longer performing adequately. It is essential that sensors used for this purpose be
able to determine whether a problem is due to engine malfunction or to catalytic converter
deficiencies related to fuel contaminants.

The Clean Air Act of 1990 establishes limits for tailpipe emissions of various constituents.
Beginning with 1996 models, the levels are restricted to 0.25 grams per mile (g/mi) for non-
methane hydrocarbons (NMHCs), 0.4 g/mi nitrogen oxides (NOx), and 3.4 g/mi carbon monoxide
(CO). If the EPA determines that even tighter standards are warranted (by a 1999 decision date),
these levels will be reduced by one-half beginning with the 2004 models.  Additional restrictions
may be placed on carbon monoxide.  That is, while the current emission standard applies to warm
temperature operation (75 oF or higher), beginning with the 2002 models a cold temperature (20 oF
or lower) emission standard of 3.4 g/mi may also be adopted if the levels of carbon monoxide do
not drop in certain urban areas.  At lower temperatures, both fuel combustion and pollution control
equipment operate less efficiently.

California regulations are even more restrictive with regard to emissions from mandated Low
Emission Vehicles (LEVs) beginning with the 1997 model year.  For example, NMHC emissions
must be below 0.075 g/mi up to 50,000 odometer miles.  This number converts into an average
concentration of 25 ppm NMHCs in tailpipe exhaust. Ultra Low Emission Vehicles (ULEVs),
which are also scheduled to be phased in beginning with the 1997 model year, have even more
restrictive requirements, at 0.04 g/mi NMHCs.  By 1997, 25% of the models must be LEVs, 2%
ULEVs, and 73% conventional with improved emission control.
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Since 1981, the three-way catalyst (TWC) systems which use mainly platinum and rhodium
have been the predominant technology for meeting exhaust emission regulations in the U.S. The

TWC system operates at temperatures in excess of 600oC. When operated under conditions near
the stoichiometric point, these catalysts help convert toxic exhaust gases into benign gases, i.e.,
hydrocarbons (HCs) and carbon monoxide (CO) are oxidized and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) are
reduced, the net effect being the production of CO2, H2O and N2.  Conversion performance of the
TWC is a function of catalyst content, support structure, air/fuel ratio, and temperature.

Currently, the dual oxygen sensor approach is used as a performance diagnostic for catalytic
converters.1  In this approach, one sensor is placed at the engine and the other at the catalytic
converter outputs; the signals of the two sensors are compared.  However, this strategy only
measures oxygen storage capacity, which does not well represent hydrocarbon conversion
efficiency, particularly when differences in sensitivity to thermal aging and poisoning effects are
considered.  The most critical current need is for an accurate hydrocarbon sensor system that can
ensure compliance with on-board diagnostic regulations.  This sensor must directly measure HC
conversion, not just infer it from some other measurement.  

In addition to an HC sensor, a variety of other physical sensors will be needed to monitor
engine and catalytic converter performance. They include sensors for temperature, particulates,
cylinder pressure, flow, density, viscosity, etc. This suite of sensors could be integrated into an
advanced engine control system that would optimize engine performance and reduce HC
emissions. While the development of all these types of sensors may be necessary, this paper will
focus on the needs for chemical sensors, and the challenges intrinsic to their development.  It
should be pointed out that while the most critical current need is for an HC sensor, as lean-burn
engine technology advances, the need for a sensor for measurement and control of NOx emissions
may become paramount.

In 1998 the phase-in of regulations begins that require systems that must detect malfunction of
the catalytic converter when the tailpipe emissions increase by 1.75 times the NMHC emission
standard.  For the California LEV vehicles, this corresponds to the ability to detect an increase of
NMHC emissions from 0.075 g/mi to 0.13 g/mi.

The 1995 New Orleans Conference, “Basic Research Needs for Vehicles of the Future,”2

sponsored by the National Science Foundation, and the U. S. DOE in partnership with the big
three U. S. automobile manufacturers, identified three key areas for basic studies of automobile
sensors:  materials for chemical and physical sensors; high temperature materials behavior; and,
sensor design and measurement strategies.  Novel materials are needed which are stable, selective
and, sensitive.  There is a need to understand the processes underlying the electrochemical
reactions occurring at the solid/gas interface.  Nanoporous materials with rapid diffusion must be
studied and developed for sensors.  For electrochemical sensors, conductive oxides are needed
with large surface areas and with specific catalytic properties.  With regard to high temperature
performance, there is little known about the behavior of materials used or proposed for use as
sensors.  The role of aging on materials degradation is not well understood, and meaningful
accelerated aging studies must be designed.  A more complete understanding of surfaces and
interfaces and diffusion must be acquired.  Packaging for high temperature stability is an important
consideration.  Finally, the design of sensor systems incorporating advanced sensor materials must
be undertaken with pre- and post-conditioning aspects in mind.  Self-calibrating features must be
incorporated.  The burgeoning area of micromachining and microanalytical instruments should be
considered for the role they may play in sensor design.

The materials issues which impact the development of new emissions sensors are not trivial.  This
paper discusses some of the challenges in the development of such materials, and in designing
chemical sensors. Specifically, our current work is concerned with the development of solid state
electrochemical HC sensors for monitoring the performance of the catalytic converter.  Because it
also exemplifies challenges involved in sensor materials selection and characterization, and in
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sensor design, earlier work which concerned the development of an oxygen sensor having linear
response for lean burn engine operation is also discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

In order to conserve space, we do not review the experimental details relevant to the data
presented in this paper.  The interested reader is directed to other sources for this information.3-5

SENSOR REQUIREMENTS

The chemical, mechanical, and other physical requirements for automobile emission sensors
are briefly reviewed below.

Chemical Sensitivity. The approximate current targets for emission monitoring, as agreed
upon by the On-Board Diagnostic II (OBD II) Catalyst Monitoring Committee of the USCAR Low
Emission Partnership are listed below: 6

Range Present   Detectable Minimum
    Constituent                       in Exhaust (ppm)                Resolution (ppm)                Threshold(ppm)
NMHCs 0-1000  (0.1%) 25 25
CO 0-10,000 (1%) 500 500
NOx 0-1000 (0.1%) 25 100

Additional Functional Requirements. Emission sensors must endure harsh operating
conditions. Chemically, this includes a high-temperature oxidizing and corrosive environment with
high water content, trace metal contamination, sulfur species, and particulates.  The physical

conditions are equally challenging, with temperature extremes of -40oC to +800oC, and high shock
and vibration.  Operational requirements for the sensor system include a 10 year, 100,000 mile
minimum lifetime.  A summary of the additional functional requirements is given below: 7

Exposure to a variety of gases,
with approximate composition out
of the engine:

Nitrogen  77.4%    Nitrogen oxides 0.1%
Hydrogen  0.3%       Oxygen 1%
Carbon dioxide 10%        Sulfur dioxide 0.1%
Hydrocarbons  0.1%       Carbon monoxide 1%
Water  10%      P, Si, Zn, Mn Trace

Temperature: -40 to 800°C, with spikes to 950°C possible.
Flow rates: 10-30 g/s normal; maximum of 150 g/s.
Pressure: 30 inches of mercury.
Shock: Mechanical shock of 50 G with vibration levels to 15 G.
Electronic: Radio frequency compatibility to meet corporate/government

standards. No EMI interface.
Lifetime: 10 years or 100,000 miles without intervention.
Calibration: Self-calibrating; short- and long-term drifts not permitted.
Response time: 1 second or less preferred. Need not monitor individual

cylinder events.
Size: Packaging must fit under vehicle body.
Power: Compatible with 12 V DC.
Other: Must be totally interchangeable (10 million devices/year).
Measurement strategy: If relationship is inferred (e.g., measure hydrogen and infer

HC), it must be robust, well-established, and documented.
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SENSOR TYPES

There are several different types of sensors which are being considered for automobile
emissions monitoring. They can generally be grouped into electrochemical, semiconductor, mass,
optical, and thermal.  In addition, other methods, not typically classified as “sensors” are also
under consideration, such as infrared spectroscopy (not fiber optic) and mass spectrometry.  All
sensors rely upon processes occurring at interfaces, such as electrochemical reactions, resistance
changes, mass or temperature changes, optical absorption and attenuation, or acoustic phenomena.  
There is not enough space here to review the relative merits and disadvantages of the different
types of sensors.  They clearly lie at different evolutionary stages.  The interested reader is directed
to other sources for further information.1,2,8,9

Among the most important criteria for automotive chemical sensors are reliability, low cost,
and manufacturability.  Implicit in this are the requirements of selectivity, sensitivity, response
time, as well as those listed in Table 2.  In our own work, solid state electrochemical sensors are
being developed.  It is important to note that a sensor of this type, namely the potentiometric
oxygen sensor, is the one predominately used in the current generation of automobiles.  In part,
this provides support to the proposition that an HC sensor of this type may be able to meet the
criteria for sensors listed above, and perhaps be the closest to commercialization, at least in the near
term.  However, it is important to point out that electrochemical sensors do have potential
limitations, such as poisoning, materials longevity (stability of ceramic phases), difficulties
(materials issues) in making connections, etc. In addition, the present electrochemical O2 sensor is
used just as a “switch” at stoichiometry.   Clearly, numerous challenges exist to development of
sensors which are needed to quantitatively measure the concentration of gases in exhaust.

At the U. S. Department of Energy laboratories there are several ongoing projects and
capabilities relevant to the development of chemical sensors, specifically HC sensors, for
monitoring automobile emissions.  A large part of this work has been sponsored under
Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs), particularly the USCAR Low
Emission Partnership CRADA which involves multiple labs and the big three U. S. manufacturers.
While there is not space here to describe the ongoing work, the types of sensors under
development at the national laboratories include electrochemical using solid ionic conductors
(Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos); conductivity (Oak Ridge);  surface acoustic wave (Sandia
and Argonne); micro-cantilever (Oak Ridge); and, as mentioned above, while not usually classified
as sensors, ion mobility mass spectrometry (Argonne) and infra-red (Oak Ridge).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss our work, which, we believe, can serve as an example of some of
the challenges in emissions sensor development.  The most important consideration for
electrochemical sensors centers around materials selection.  Electrolytes with high ionic
conductivities (and little or no electronic conductivity) must be chosen. The material must be stable
under automobile exhaust conditions (e.g., not undergo phase changes or oxidation or reduction).
Aging processes must be well understood.  Since multiple materials (e.g., layered) are used,
materials compatibility is an issue.  Sensitivity and selectivity must be considered.  Appropriate
references must be chosen for potentiometric devices.  Design affects performance.  Some of these
considerations and steps in the development of electrochemical sensors are illustrated following.

The behavior of materials over wide temperature ranges must be characterized.  Processing
conditions for the specimens is critical.  These two requirements were illustrated in our efforts to
develop appropriate electrolyte materials for amperometric oxygen sensors. The goal was to
develop a sensor having adequate sensitivity for lean burn operation.  We found that ceria
electrolytes offer very high oxygen ion conductivity (even higher than the familiar yttria-stabilized
zirconia electrolyte) at moderate temperatures.  As the first stage in the choice of materials, we
characterized the effect of dopant and dopant concentration on ionic conductivity3.  The results are
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shown in Figures 1 and 2.  Figure 1 shows variation of conductivity with rare earth dopant. The
effect of dopant (yttrium) concentration on conductivity is shown in Figure 2. Our studies showed
that doping produces crystal lattice changes and influences ionic conductivity, although there was
not an entirely exact correlation of dopant ionic radius and conductivity.  Y, Sm, and Gd yielded
the highest conductivities, and these materials were chosen for further study.  Also, there appears
to be an optimum dopant level; for Y2O3 this is 8 mol %.  We also found that the distinction
between grain boundary and grain interior resistance is important.  In this regard, the processing
conditions for the sample are important.  If one minimizes the contribution of grain boundaries to
the total resistance, a higher overall conductivity for the samples could be achieved.  Specific
application environment is also important.  While ceria is a very good conductor at intermediate
temperature, it must be used in an oxidizing environment or it will be reduced (Ce+4 to Ce+3),
leading to electronic conductivity, which imposes some limitations on its use as a sensor material.
However, it is an appropriate sensor material for solely stoichiometric or lean burn operation.
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Fig. 1. Ionic conductivity in air of ceria Fig. 2. Ionic conductivity in air of ceria
doped with 10 mol% rare earth oxides. doped with various amounts of yttrium

oxide.

There are two general operational modes for solid state electrochemical sensors.  These are the
potentiometric and amperometric, which are shown in Figures 3a and 3b, respectively. The
familiar oxygen sensor used in current automobiles is an example of a potentiometric sensor (1a).
The potentiometric sensor uses a reference half-cell in conjunction with the sensing half-cell which
contacts the exhaust gas exiting the catalytic converter.  For HC sensors (discussed in greater detail
below), which use proton conducting electrolytes, a dehydrogenation catalyst, which catalyzes the
dehydrogenation of NMHC components would be used on the sensing side. A voltage is measured
across the cell which corresponds to the concentration of NMHCs.

Exhaust Exhaust

Reference gas
(typically air)

Solid Electrolyte

Electrodes
V A

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Potentiometric (a) and amperometric (b) designs for electrochemical sensors.
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The other electrochemical design is the amperometric sensor, shown in Figure 1b.  In this
system, a voltage is applied across the cell which produces an electrochemical reaction at the
electrode contacting the exhaust gas, and a current is measured corresponding to the concentration
of the specie(s) which is being oxidized or reduced at the sensing electrode.  Ions (oxides or
protons) move through the electrolyte.

In our work, we have developed prototypes of both types of sensors. The potentiometric
sensor is favored for its greater simplicity.  The work described below illustrates the challenges in
implementing these designs.

The potentiometric oxygen sensor, which exhibits a logarithmic response to changes in oxygen
partial pressure, functions very well for current IC automobile engines, where an abrupt sensor
potential change is observed at the stoichiometric air/fuel ratio; however, it lacks adequate
sensitivity for lean burn engines.  For the lean burn application, a linear response to changes in
oxygen partial pressure is desired and diffusion-limited amperometric sensors have been
considered. Operationally,  diffusion-limited designs for amperometric sensors can be constructed
using either the hole diffusion concept or the barrier layer approach, which are shown in Figures
4a and 4b, respectively, along with data we have obtained using both designs. Both designs have
complications.  As a diffusion barrier, we have used porous silica coatings produced using sol gel
technology.5  These materials are open-cell foams with pore sizes in the 10 nm range with very
high surface areas (400-1200 m2/g). Promising linear response has been observed in the oxygen
concentration range of interest for lean burn operation.  These materials are stable at high
temperature and show appropriate filtering capacity; however, interface problems (adhesion) and
micro-cracking remained to be solved.
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The other diffusion-limited approach is the hole diffusion concept (Figure 4b). Here, the
reaction rate is limited by how fast oxygen can diffuse through the hole. As for the diffusion
barrier/coating, apparent linear response can be obtained.  However, upon close examination,
deviations are observed both at high and low oxygen partial pressure.  At high O2 partial pressure
the simplifying assumptions used to derive the linear expression are invalid and the true logarithmic
response is obeyed. At low oxygen partial pressure, the onset of electronic conductivity for the
cathode is lowered and pure ionic conductivity will not be attained.  Therefore, the amperometric
sensor is not suitable for operation over a wide range of oxygen partial pressures or in dual mode
stoichiometric/lean burn engines. Use of this type of sensor is restricted to the O2 in the range of
0.1-25%.4  Fortunately, the lean burn engine falls within this range and so the sensor can be used
in this case.

Finally, most of our current work involves the development of a sensor for hydrocarbons.
Whereas oxygen ion conducting materials are required for O2 sensors, proton conducting materials
are required in this case.  In this regard, we have found that the electrolyte SrZr0.9Y0.1O3-δ possesses
the desired characteristics, namely that it is a proton conductor, with fair ionic conductivity, and
with high chemical stability.10   A comparison of ionic conductivities for this and related materials
is shown in Figure 5.
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For the HC sensor, we are examining both potentiometric and amperometric designs.  Both
require the use of a catalyst covering the cathode to decompose NMHC compounds into detectable
species which generate the measured signal. We have been examining a number of catalysts for
desired catalytic activity and good high temperature stability. Response characteristics of a thick
film form for one particular catalyst/sensor, using ethane as a model hydrocarbon are shown in
Figure 6.  While the results for the sensor are promising with regard to ultimately meeting
automobile emissions monitoring requirements, there remain some problems with this sensor.
While it is insensitive to the presence of water, CO, NOx and temperature, there is some sensitivity
to variations in oxygen partial pressure. We are working on strategies to remove this dependence
by either removing oxygen or by stabilizing the oxygen concentration in the atmosphere in contact
with the catalyst layer.  Packaging, more sensitive thin film designs, and longevity issues must
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also be explored.  Various concepts for actual implementation of this sensor in the exhaust stream
are also being considered.

CONCLUSIONS

Clearly, there are many challenges in the development of sensors for monitoring automobile
exhaust to meet emission regulations.  New sensors and sensor materials must be developed.  This
will require a paradigm shift. That is, multidisciplinary teams must be formed and there must be
adequate exchange of information between various research groups in academics, industry, and the
national labs.

In this brief report, we have attempted to summarize our work dealing with the development of
solid state electrochemical sensors.  We believe this exemplifies many of the difficulties involved in
the development of new sensors, electrochemical and other types.  Generally, these include
materials issues, design, packaging, cost, reliability, longevity, etc.  In the specific work outlined
in this paper, we have had to develop new electrolytes, catalytic electrodes, and structures for O2
and HC sensors.  Issues related to ionic conductivity, phase/oxidation state stability, design,
fundamental laws of electrochemistry, and cross-sensitivity to other species have had to be
addressed.  
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